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The Borough of Pottstown
Attn: Mr- Keith Place
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Dear Mr. Place,

My Name is Robin Cimino and my brother and I are acting as limited power of Attorney for
our Father, Charles R. Schutz Sr., of 11 Wendel Drive. Ourfather needs to sell his property
and an issue has surfaced recently which is severely impacting his ability to sell.
I believe it was a few years ago that the Borough installed a water main on his street across
from his property. He was not made to "tie-in" at that point but we are now being told that
upon transferring ownership to a new Buyer, that connecting to public water is mandatory.

Recently Doug Yerger deployed some workers to locate the line from the main to the curb in
front of the house. They came with metal detectors and dug inside the curb in an effort to
locate the curb stop. what they discovered was that there is No line from the Main crossing
the street to a curb stop that we could tie into. lt was also revealed that the Borough seems
to be lacking any records (relating to this property) of what work may, or may not, have been
done when the main was initiallv installed.
As spokesperson for our Father, and our interested Buyer, we simply don't understand how
the Borough can force someone to tie-in when there is a pefectly good, and functioning, well

which was updated in recent years.
Neither our Father, nor the Buyer, have the resources to dig up the street and incur the
to provide a service connection that was the Borough's responsibility in the first place.

costs

We ask that you please get involved and research our situation. Our wish is for the Borough
to provide the necessary connection for us to tie-in, or to remove the mandate to connect,
Thank you for your time.....,we hope to hear from you soon.
Sincerely,
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Robin Cimino
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484-431-7931
rcimin00614@smail.com
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Charles R. Schutz, Jr.
610-226-5347
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ch uck.schutz @ ipm ascaro.

com
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Corey Good Buyer
510-413-1031

lovegu n972@ comcast. net

